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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The Ninth International Conference on Computational Science and Technology 2022 (ICCST2022)
is an international scientific conference for research in the field of advanced computational science
and technology, to be held during 27-28 August 2022, virtually from Johor, Malaysia.

Computational Science and Technology is a rapidly growing multi- and interdisciplinary field
that uses advanced computing and data analysis to understand and solve complex problems.
The absolute size of many challenges in computational science and technology demands the use
of supercomputing, parallel processing, sophisticated algorithms and advanced system software
and architecture.

With the recent developments in open-standard hardware and software, augmented reality
(AR) and virtual reality (VR), automation, humanized big data, machine learning, internet of
everything (IoT) and smart home technology, webscale information technology, mobility and
physical-digital integrations, new and efficient solutions are required in Computational Science
and Technology in order to fulfilled the demands from these developments.

The conference is hosted by Spatial Explorer and supported by Springer. Building on
the previous EIGHT conferences that include Regional Conference on Computational Science
and Technology (RCSST 2007), the seven International Conference on Computational Science
and Technology (ICCST2014, ICCST2016, ICCST2017, ICCST2018, ICCST2019, ICCST2020,
ICCST2021), the Ninth International Conference on Computational Science and Technology 2022
(ICCST2022) offers practitioners and researchers from academia and industry the possibility
to share computational techniques and solutions in this area, to identify new issues, and to
shape future directions for research, as well as to enable industrial users to apply leading-edge
large-scale high-performance computational methods.

The Program Committee invites technical papers on substantial, original, and unpublished
research in active research areas that are relevant to Computational Science and Technology.
ICCST’22 welcomes contributions in areas including but not limited to:

• Artificial Intelligence

• Advanced numerical computation and op-
timization

• Bioinformatics Computing

• Cloud Computing

• Communication and Data Networks

• Compilers and Operating Systems

• Computational biology

• Computational chemistry

• Computational economics

• Computer Graphics

• Computational intelligence

• Computational linguistics

• Data Storage

• Databases and Data Management

• Data Mining and Data Warehousing

• Evolutionary Computing

• Grid Computing
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• Hardware/Software Co-design

• High-Performance Computing

• Information Retrieval

• Knowledge Discovery

• Knowledge Management

• Machine Learning

• Modeling and Simulations

• Molecular and quantum computing

• Natural Language Processing

• Pattern Recognitions

• Parallel and Distributed Computing

• Problem-solving environments, complex
systems

• Reconfigurable Hardware

• Scientific and engineering computing

• Semantic Web Computing

• Semantic Technology

• Soft Computing

• Super computing

• Swarm Intelligence

• System-on-Chip Design and Engineering

• Text Mining

• Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality

• Visualization

• Web-based and service computing

The level of contributions corresponds to that of advanced scientific works, although several
of them could be addressed also to non-expert readers. The volume brings together 44 chapters
divided into six main parts:

• Part I. MACHINE LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

• Part II. INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY

• Part III. NETWORKING AND IOT

• Part IV. COMPUTER VISION AND VIRTUAL REALITY

• Part V. SMART TECHNOLOGIES

• Part VI. MATHEMATICS AND MODELLING

We hope the participants will find this conference interesting, useful, and informative, and it
will give them a valuable inspiration for original and innovative research.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CONFERENCE
CHAIRS

Vinesh Thiruchelvam Dae-Ki Kang Rayner Alfred Zamhar Iswandono Aslina Baharum

Conference Chairs

Professor Ir. Ts. Dr. Vinesh Thiruchelvam (Asia Pacific University of Technology and
Innovation, Malaysia)
Professor Dr. Dae-Ki Kang (Dongseo University, Korea)
Associate Professor Ts. Dr. Rayner Alfred (Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Malaysia)
Assistant Professor Dr. Zamhar Iswandono (Higher Colleges of Technology Abu Shabi,
United Arab Emirates)
Ts. Dr. Aslina baharum (Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Malaysia)

On behalf of the conference program committee, we would like to extend a warm welcome to
all honorable guests, keynote speakers, session chairs and participants of the Ninth International
Conference on Computational Science and Technology 2022 (ICCST2022)!

Computational Science and Technology is a rapidly growing multi- and interdisciplinary field
that uses advanced computing and data analysis to understand and solve complex problems.
The absolute size of many challenges in computational science and technology demands the use
of supercomputing, parallel processing, sophisticated algorithms and advanced system software
and architecture. The ICCST22 conference will provide a unique forum to exchange innovative
research ideas, recent results, and share experiences among researchers and practitioners in the
field of advanced computational science and technology.

In this conference, we have four distinguished keynote speakers, Associate Professor Dr.
Yuto Lim from the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST), Professor Dr.
Amir Akramin bin Shafie from International Islamic University Malaysia, Prof. Dr. Chan Chee
Seng from Department of Artificial Intelligence, Faculty of Computer Science and Information
Technology, Malaya University and finally Mr Mohd Helmy Abd Wahab from the Department of
Computer Engineering, Faculty of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein
Onn Malaysia, who will share their knowledge in computational science and technology. We hope
that the keynote sessions and the parallel sessions add value to your knowledge and research
career.
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For ICCST2022, we have received almost 85 draft papers from countries all over the world
(e.g., that includes Brunei, Singapore, Oman, India, Pakistan, Taiwan, China, Korea, Japan,
Philipine, Indonesia, Thailand, Nigeria, etc). After the review process, 47 papers were selected
for oral presentation.

We would also like to express our deep gratitude and appreciation to all the program com-
mittee members, panel reviewers, organizing committees and volunteers for your efforts to make
this conference a successful event. We sincerely hope that ICCST2022 will provide a venue for
knowledge sharing and establishing more research collaborations among us. Last but not least,
We wish everyone enjoyable sessions during the ICCST2022 Conference. A BIG THANK YOU.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 1

Keynote Speaker : Associate Professor Dr. Yuto Lim

Affiliation : School of Information Science, Security and Networks Area, Center for Trustworthy
IoT Infrastructure Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

Biography : Yuto Lim received the B.Eng. (Hons) and M.Inf. Tech. degrees from Universiti
Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS), Malaysia in 1998 and 2000, respectively. He received the Ph.D.
degree in communications and computer engineering from Kyoto University in 2005. In November
2005, he was an expert researcher at National Institute of Information and Communications Tech-
nology (NICT), Japan until September of 2009. In 2005, he is actively joining the standardization
activities of IEEE 802.11s Mesh Networking. He and his team members have introduced two
proposals, which currently adopted in the draft of IEEE 802.11s D1.04. He also led the RA-OLSR
group in resolving a part of the comments. In 2006, he is also actively joining the standardization
activities of next-generation home networks from Telecommunication Technology Committee
(TTC), Japan. Since October 2009, he has been working at Japan Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology (JAIST) as an associate professor. During the years 2017-2019, he is actively
joining the standardization activities of smart cities from the Bridging the Standardization Gap
(BSG) Working Group of the TTC, Japan. He is honorably appointed as TTC representative to
report the "Smart City" activities in Asia Pacific Region in both APT Standardization Program
Forum (ASTAP) and APT Telecommunication/ICT Development Forum (ADF). His research
interests are Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Cyber-Physical Systems, Internet of Things, Future
Wireless Communication and Network, and Smart Energy Distribution. He is a member of IEEE,
IEICE, and IPSJ.

Specialization : Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Cyber-Physical Systems, Internet of Things,
Future Wireless Communication and Network, and Smart Energy Distribution.

Title : Beyond 5G/6G and Cyber-Physical System for Society 5.0

Abstract : With the development of society and the progress of technology, people put
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forward higher requirements for beyond 5G/6G next-generation wireless communication infras-
tructure, which is essential to achieving the super-smart society, Society 5.0. A Cyber-Physical
System (CPS) in which people interact with both cyber space and physical space has a core
of beyond 5G/6G next-generation wireless communication networks will support the basic in-
frastructure of Society 5.0 in the future. Since the wireless spectrum resources are very limited
and the coming beyond 5G/6G is known as a fully digital and connected world with massive
scale communications, improving spectrum utilization can always be a hot topic in the wireless
communication systems. This talk introduces the concept of energy-autonomous driving medium
access control (MAC) framework to design novel MAC for B5G/6G open platform wireless
communications. In this talk, the novel MAC framework presents the techniques of wireless
network coding, cooperative transmission strategy, relaying strategy, and artificial intelligence
(AI)-driven over various wireless communication systems, which are including wireless LAN,
full-duplex wireless, and optical wireless communications. This talk also includes our past and
current research activities.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 2

Keynote Speaker : Professor Dr. Amir Akramin Shafie

Affiliation : Director, Research Management Centre, International Islamic University Malaysia

Biography : Amir Akramin Shafie is a Professor in the Department of Mechatronics
at International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) where he has been since 2005. He is also
the Director of Research Management Centre (RMC) from 2021. Previous administrative post
includes Deputy Dean Academic Affairs Kulliyyah of Engineering (2006-2010), Dean of Kulliyyah
of Engineering (2010-2012), Director of Industrial Links (2013-2016) and Director of Office of
International Affairs (2017 -2021). He is also appointed as visiting professor and external assessor
for several public and private university in Malaysia. Previously Dr. Amir served in the industry
as Industrial Researcher in SIRIM Berhad and Engineer in Proton Berhad.

Dr Amir Akramin Shafie, received his B.Eng. (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Dundee and Master of Science in Mechatronics from University of Abertay Dundee,
Scotland. He has been conferred a doctorate in the field of Engineering by University of Dundee,
Scotland in 2000.

Dr Amir has been the recipients of numerous research grants which resulted in publication of
patents and copyrights. Dr Amir also has published more than 500 articles in books, refereed
journals and various international conferences as editors, authors and co-authors some of which
have been highly cited. Recently Dr Amir has completed an internatioal consultancy project
to upgrade a conventional factory to a smart factory with connectivity and autonomy for
self-adapting manufacturing capability.

Current research interest span both autonomous mechatronic system and intelligent system.
The work in autonomous mechatronic system mainly in the areas of robotic development including
robot design and locomotion, robotic sensing and perception and autonomous navigation system.
Whereas for intelligent system the work involved development of application of machine learning
in various areas which includes advanced manufacturing and health.
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Specialization : Robotics, Autonomous System, Artificial Intelligence.

Title : Mechatronics Evolution for Industry 4.0

Abstract : Mechatronics when initially conceived by Tetsuro Mori in 1971 is a Mechan-
ical leaning design-based engineering concept to computing and electronics in the design and
operation of a mechanical system. The current development in computing and information
technology has resulted in the increase of capability and complexity of mechatronic systems.
In industry 4.0 systems concepts such as that of cyber-physical systems and the development
of Internet of Things (IoT) and the Cloud have also impacted the role of mechatronics. The
provision of smart components which also includes their sub-system and their configuration have
created opportunities and challenges in step-change improvement. The challenges in the areas of
system identification and modelling all of which relate to the need for reinventing mechatronics
contextually and conceptually while retaining its core concepts of system integration. Whereas
the concepts of user privacy and machine ethics are new areas to be explored for mechatronics.
The evolution introduced have made significant changes to the labour market where it has created
new jobs in lace of the unemployment caused due to automation. The new jobs require new
competencies and prospective skills which requires changes in educational profile for mechatronic
engineering. Emerging technologies make it possible to divide the classic work tasks in support
of global and digital production allowing new generations of new employment models namely
part-time, temporary, on-demand etc. Studies have supported the importance of these factors
where relationship between skills, value chain and skills for mechatronic systems. Moving forward
the mechatronic systems should also include elements of design for circular strategies since the
world is moving from linear economy model (extract-manufacture-consume-throw away) which
due to its intensive use of natural resources creates unsustainable pressure on the environment.
Therefore, design of mechatronic system design should also emphasize on facilitating repairs
and maintenance on top of simplification of manufacturing process. This report attempts to
bring together these and other issues to provide the framework for reinvention of mechatronics
in preparation for the future of manufacturing where humans working seamlessly with various
artificial intelligence level of robots and automated machines.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 3

Keynote Speaker : Prof. Dr. Chan Chee Seng

Affiliation : Department of Artificial Intelligence, Faculty of Computer Science and In-
formation Technology, Universiti Malaya.

Biography : Chan Chee Seng currently is a full Professor at Universiti Malaya (UM)
where he leads a research team that specializes in computer vision and machine learning. To-
gether with his team, Dr. Chan has published more than 100 papers in top peer-review computer
vision and machine learning conferences and journals (e.g. CVPR, NeurIPS, TPAMI, TIP etc).
Dr. Chan serves as an Associate Editor of Pattern Recognition (Elsevier), and has co-organized
several workshops/tutorials and challenges at major computer vision/machine learning confer-
ences. He is a senior member of IEEE, Chartered Engineer (IET) and Professional Engineer
(PE) from the Board of Engineer Malaysia (BEM). During 2020-2022, Dr. Chan was seconded to
the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) as the Lead of PICC Unit under
COVID19 Immunisation Task Force (CITF), as well as the Undersecretary for Division of Data
Strategic and Foresight.

Specialization : Computer Vision and Machine Learning.

Title : DeepIP: Intellectual Property Protection for Deep Learning Model

Abstract : With substantial amount of time, resources and human (team) efforts invested to
explore and develop successful deep neural networks (DNN), there emerges an urgent need to
protect these inventions from being illegally copied, redistributed, or abused without respecting
the intellectual properties of legitimate owners. Following recent progresses along this line, we
investigate a number of watermark-based DNN ownership verification methods in the face of
ambiguity attacks, which aim to cast doubts on the ownership verification by forging coun-
terfeit watermarks. It is shown that ambiguity attacks pose serious threats to existing DNN
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watermarking methods. As remedies to the above-mentioned loophole, this paper proposes
novel passport-based DNN ownership verification schemes which are both robust to network
modifications and resilient to ambiguity attacks. The gist of embedding digital passports is
to design and train DNN models in a way such that, the DNN inference performance of an
original task will be significantly deteriorated due to forged passports. In other words, genuine
passports are not only verified by looking for the predefined signatures, but also reasserted by
the unyielding DNN model inference performances. Extensive experimental results justify the
effectiveness of the proposed passport-based DNN ownership verification schemes.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 4

Keynote Speaker : Mohd Helmy Abdul Wahab

Affiliation : Department of Computer Engineering, Faculty of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia.

Biography : Mohd Helmy Abd Wahab is a Senior lecturer and a former Head of Multimedia
Engineering Lab and Intelligent System Lab at the Department of Computer Engineering, Faculty
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) in
2014 and 2009. He is currently a Principal Research Fellow at Advanced Telecommunication
Research Center, Faculty of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, UTHM (2021 – 2025) and
Visiting Research Fellow for Center of Excellence on Advanced in Computing, Universiti Malaysia
Perlis (UNIMaP) (2021 – 2022). In addition, he was a visiting research fellow at Center of
Excellence on Geopolymer and Green Technology under cluster Green ICT, Unimap from 2018 –
2020. He received a Bachelor of Information Technology with Honours from Universiti Utara
Malaysia and Master of Science (Intelligent System) from the same university in 2002 and 2004
respectively. He has completed several research grants; won more than 80 medals in research and
innovation showcases and awarded several publication and teaching awards. He has authored and
co-authored 2 academic books in database and WAP application, published several both local and
international book chapters as well as published more than 200 technical papers in conferences
and peer-reviewed journals. He also served as Editor-in-chief in Advances in Computing and
Intelligent System Journal and guest editor for Several Special Issue in peer reviewed Journals. He
also served as a reviewer for many well-established journals such as IEEE Transaction Data and
Knowledge Engineering, IEEE Transaction of Computers and scholarly contributed as committee
for conferences, editorial team and manuscript reviewers. His research interests are in data
mining, artificial intelligence and computer vision, mobile and wireless computing, web-based
applications. He is currently a senior member of IEEE, IEEE Computer Society, IAEng, and
Senior member of IACSIT. Contact him at helmy@uthm.edu.my
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Specialization : Artificial Intelligence Data Mining Mobile and Wireless Computing.

Title : Towards Cyber-physical Concept in Designing Smart Applications

Abstract : Cyber-physical systems (CPS) combine elements from different scientific the-
ories and engineering disciplines, including cybernetics, embedded systems, distributed control,
sensor networks, control theory and systems engineering. These theories and disciplines support
the optimal integration of digital and physical components, which maximises the synergies
between the two and allows achieving significant benefits both in terms of cost, performance,
and overall life-cycle sustainability. Thus, it can enhance the use of technology extensively to
various level of people beyond the location boundaries. Several real applications demonstrated
the cyber-physical concept in smart waste management, monitoring and assisting disabled and
elderly people, smart driver drowsiness detection system will be presented to show that the use
of cyber-physical system nowadays support the most elements in industrial revolution 4.0.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

27 August 2022

09:00 # Welcoming and Opening Remarks

09:15 # Keynote Speech I
# Associate Professor Dr. Yuto Lim (JAIST, Japan)
# Title: Beyond 5G/6G and Cyber-Physical System for Society 5.0

10:00 # Keynote Speech II
# Prof. Amir Akramin Bin Shafie (International Islamic University Malaysia)
# Title: Mechatronics Evolution for Industry 4.0

10:45 # Coffee Break
11:00 # Parallel Session A: Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery I

# Chair: Associate Professor Ts. Dr. Kah Ong Michael Goh
# Parallel Session B: Information Systems and Technology
# Chair: Dr. Kauthar Mohd Daud
# Parallel Session C: Networking and IoT)
# Chair: Ts. Dr. Mohd Azam Bin Din

13:00 # Lunch Break
14:00 # Parallel Session D: Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery II

# Chair: Dr. Tien-Ping Tan
# Parallel Session E: Computer Vision and Virtual Reality
# Chair: Dr. Gwo Chin Chung
# Parallel Session F: Smart Technologies
# Chair: Ts. Dr. Ramakrishnan Kalaimagal

17:30 # Adjourn
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28 August 2022

12:00 # Welcoming Remarks
12:15 # Keynote Speech III

# Prof. Dr. Chan Chee Seng (Universiti Malaya)
# Title: DeepIP: Intellectual Property Protection for Deep Learning Model

01:00 # Keynote Speech IV
# Mohd Helmy Abd Wahab (Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia)
# Title: Towards Cyber-physical Concept in Designing Smart Applications

14:00 # Parallel Session G: Smart Information Technology
# Chair: Ts. Dr. Khoh Wee How
# Parallel Session H: Mathematics and Modelling
# Chair: Ts. Dr. Aslina Baharum

16:30 # Closing Ceremony
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(5363) A Deep Learning Model with Name
Attention to Predict the Stock Trend from News

Headline
Tien-Ping Tan, Marwan Aleasa, Huah Yong Chan, Keng Hoon Gan and Phaik Ching Soon

Abstract
Market sentiment is the attitude or feeling that traders or investors have about a company,
industry, or financial market. Day traders and technical analysts rely on market sentiment, as it
influences the price movement of a stock. Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing
approach to analyze mar-ket sentiment. In this work, we analyze the effect of the news on stock
price trends on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange or Bursa Malaysia. Specifically, we analyze
the financial news headlines involving one or more listed com-panies and determine whether it
will move the stock price up, down, or flat. We propose a deep neural network architecture with
name attention to model the relationship between a news headline and the stock price trend.
The main idea of the approach is to focus on the target company in the headline when modeling
the relationship between a headline and the stock trend using atten-tion. The experiment result
shows that the proposed approach performs bet-ter than other baseline approaches in terms of
accuracy, precision, recall, and f1.

Keywords: name attention, deep neural networks, stock price trend.
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(1723) Depression Detection based on Features of
Depressive Behaviour Through social media
Analytic: A Systematic Literature Review

Nur Amira Mat Ripah, Aliza Abdul Latif, Zaihisma Che Cob, Sulfeeza Mohd Drus, Rina Md
Anwar and Husni Mohd Radzi

Abstract
The People are becoming more conscious of the importance of mental health as time goes on.
Thus, the detection of mental diseases is becoming a signifi-cant concern. Due to the multifaceted
nature of each mental problem, many psychiatrists have had difficulty diagnosing mental illness in
a patient, mak-ing it challenging to provide proper therapy before it is too late. However, because
social media has become so ingrained in people’s daily lives, it has created an environment where
more information about a patient’s mental ill-ness is potentially available. This research was
carried out as a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), a method of locating, evaluating, and
interpreting publicly available materials to answer a set of research questions. The pur-pose of
this study is to answer questions about text-based depression detec-tion based on people who
depressive behavior might have shown in their so-cial media postings. The findings reveal that
specific aspects of how these people use social media can help diagnose depression early on. This
SLR discovered that the chosen social media data is basically the country’s lead-ing social site.
However, some of the papers indirectly mentioned their chal-lenges during the process. The main
challenges highlighted are regarding the ethical issues of the data available. Furthermore, it is
also shown that various machine learning algorithms are used, and the most used are Neural
Network and Support Vector Machine. Similarly, the most common computing tool used is
Phyton. The use of social media, as well as computational tools and machine learning algorithm,
contributes to current public health efforts to de-tect any indicators of depression from sources
close to patients.

Keywords: Depression Detection, Machine Learning, social media.
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(6857) Development of a Detection System for
Endangered Mammals in Negros Island,

Philippines Using YOLOv5n
John Alfred Castaneda, Angelo De Castro, Michael Aaron Sy, Nouar Aldahoul, Myles Joshua

Tan and Hezerul Abdul Karim

Abstract
Many species have gone extinct as a result of human neglect and various environmental influences.
Monitoring these species has proven to be a challenge due to their small population, remote
habitats, and evasiveness, among other reasons. Nonetheless, they can be routinely tracked
by using CCTV cameras. This project made use of a transfer learning approach to detect the
presence of Malayan civets (Viverra tangalunga), Visayan leopard cats (Prionailurus javanensis
sumatranus), Visayan spotted deer (Rusa alfredi) and Visayan warty pigs (Sus cebifrons) in
the forests of Negros Island. We also developed a web application to record camera data and
assign timestamps. The setup consisted of a Raspberry Pi 3B+ and a Raspberry Pi camera
module powered by a solar power bank. The method used YOLOv5n, a lightweight object
detection algorithm, to detect the four species. The trained model yielded 91% mAP, 64%
mAP@0.5:0.95, and the following average precisions: 94% (Visayan warty pig), 91% (Malayan
civet), 88% (Visayan leopard cat), and 91% (Visayan spotted deer) with 4.5 GFLOPs.

Keywords: Abnormal behavior detection, Convolutional Neural Network, Deep learning.
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(5364) Hand Gesture Signature Recognition with
Machine Learning Algorithms

Azra Izni Binti Azlin, Ying Han Pang, Wee How Khoh and Shih Yin Ooi

Abstract
Hand gesture recognition is regarded as an imperative Human-Computer Interaction technology
for non-verbal communication and interaction between human and computers. Inspired by hand
gesture recognition systems, hand gesture signature recognition is proposed to replace the existing
online handwritten signature recognition which requires a stylus pen and tablet as middleware
between users and the systems. The possibility of germs contamination on these shared devices
alerts public concerns, especially during this COVID-19 pandemic. Hence, an in-air signature
recognition, termed as iSign, that utilizes hand gesture signing movement is proposed in this
paper. In iSign, a Kinect Sensor is adopted to detect and capture the hand movement of the
users while signing. This mode of data acquisition does not require users for any direct touch
on any devices. Next, the captured video data is transformed into feature template. Various
machine learning algorithms, i.e. Bayesian network, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest
etc., are examined to classify the hand gesture signatures. Empirical results demonstrate that
Random Forest performs the best among the machine learning algorithms with accuracy of 93%.

Keywords: Hand Gesture, Signature Recognition, Machine Learning, Random Forest.
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(4609) Identification and analysis of maize leaf
diseases and insect pests based on machine

learning
Xu Ming, Siti Arpah Ahmad and Shafaf Ibrahim

Abstract
Maize is the most productive food crop in the world, and its leaves are ex-tremely susceptible to
disease. However, the yearly crop yields are reduced by the disease and its interference to corn
leaf diseases. Therefore, finding a way to identify corn leaf diseases more quickly and accurately is
a current concerning matter in agriculture. Traditional machine learning extract the crop disease
features such as texture, color and visual as the basis for ma-chine learning model classification.
Yet, a large number of disease images are needed to train the machine learning algorithms. It is
difficult to collect disease samples evenly and meticulously during production as well. With the
progress of smart agriculture, in-depth learning, and the introduction of agri-culture, especially
in the field of crop disease diagnosis, CNN in-depth learn-ing technology has made varying
degrees of progress in identifying crop dis-eases and pests. The experimental results of many
scholars have verified that various CNN models are very effective in identifying leaf diseases.
These improved models can better extract the characteristics of the target and im-prove the
accuracy of identifying corn leaf diseases.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Maize Leaf, Pest Identification.
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(8312) Long COVID Emotion Analyzer: Using
Machine Learning Approach

Ramakrishnan Kalaimagal, Balakrishnan Vimala, Gan Joo Han and Ng Kee Seong

Abstract
COVID-19 has scattered around the world since end of year 2019. In the past two years, countless
people who have recovered from COVID-19 will still have sequelae. The sequelae are called as
long-COVID. Although many peo- ple recover without treatment, unfortunatly they come across
long-COVID effects for weeks or even months. This paper aims to find out the emotions of peo-
ple towards long- COVID using a machine learning approach based on the data obtained from
one of the most popular social media – Twitter. Furthermore, the study deployed the proposed
model by developing a prototype named Long COVID Emotion Analyzer. Twitter data were
collected using the hash tag Long COVID for a total of five months (i.e., May – September 2021),
resulting in 97098 clean tweets. IBM Watson Tone Analyzer was used to label the emotionof the
tweets. (i.e., sadness, joy, fear, anger, analytical, tentative, confident, neutral). Several machine
learning algorithms were used to train and test the dataset. Results indicate Logistic Regression
with Unigram of Bag of Words to be the best predicting model, with accuracy = 88%, F1-score
= 88%, Area Under Curve = 97%.

Keywords: Emotion; Machine learning; Twitter; Long COVID.
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(8753) A Blockchain-Based E-Voting System
Mohammad Hadiff Hamidey and Swee-Huay Heng

Abstract
E-voting methods have become increasingly popular in recent years due to the rapid growth
of internet and computer networks. Many e-voting schemes have been proposed by researchers
that use cryptographic tool such as blind signature technique and homomorphic encryption
technique. However, most of these proposed schemes use a centralised database as their data
storage medium and it causes various security risks, such as data alteration by a third-party in
the network due to the use of central database system. There-fore, it is a need to have a trusted
entity to manage the voting process. This brings the involvement of blockchain technology in
this proposed e-voting scheme which can provide a decentralised model that makes the network
flexible, reliable and able to support real-time services. This study focuses on the develop-
ment of a secure blockchain-based e-voting system. Finding shows that the proposed scheme is
secure and efficient as it outperforms some of the existing schemes with respect to transaction cost.

Keywords: Blockchain, Ethereum, Smart Contract, E-Voting
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(3317) Educational Video Production: Literature
Review on Issues and Challenges of Digital Video

Composition
Nur Faraha Hj. Mohd. Naim and Ag. Asri Ag. Ibrahim

Abstract
This article reviews the issues and challenges of digital video composition to identify the problem
in educational video production. The review of related literature discussed four components that
lead to the issues and challenges. The discussed components are the insufficient Teaching and
Learning (T&L) quality approach in educational videos, recommendation of visual aesthetics
application, the video length proxy, and the scant publications on innovative self-directed learning
tools, experimental investigation, and engagement measurement which contribute to the issues
and challenges in the research study. Therefore, from the review of issues and challenges literature,
the paper identifies four problems in educational video production such as the importance of
T&L instruments in production value for an educational video, the absence of curiosity on tools
and methodological aspects in video production, the pedagogy approach may not be the right
concept embedded in an educational video, and the need to provide more control on how learners
obtain the information. Hence the paper summarized the application of inter-activity as one of
the elements in digital video compositing that may create a new perspective on the educational
video.

Keywords: Educational Video Production, Digital Video Compositing, T&L Quality Approach.
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(4972) Information Technology Model for Health
Sector in Oman

Louay Al Nuaimy and Younis Al-Mawali

Abstract
So far, information technology development takes the boom part which has not been widely
absorbed in developing countries. Health care systems may be transformed by information
systems. The main drivers of globalization are this type of system. Information technology
development is the degree to which it is easier to bring information into organizational exercises.
This reflection relates to knowing the level and sophistication of information within the health
care sector in the Sultanate of Oman and deducing the emergence of information technology for
the prevailing IT brands used in Oman (computers, flexible phones, internet technology) and
consequently their effects on health care in the system of transfer of care in educational clinics in
the Sultanate of Oman. Oman This reflection relates to knowing the level and development of
information in the health care sector in the Sultanate of Oman and deducing the emergence of
information technology for the dominant IT brands used in Oman (computers, flexible phones,
internet technology) and thus their correctness. Effects of care in the care transfer system in
teaching clinics in the Sultanate of Oman. In addition, data were collected on the basis of studies
and oral interviews. The results of the investigation were like that revealed of among similar
studies in health care sectors of develop-ing countries.

Keywords: Information technology, Health Sector, Organizational Exercises.
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(5672) Method Fragments for Service Oriented
Architecture Realization: Review and Future

Research Directions
Supriya Pulparambil and Basel Bani-Ismail

Abstract
As an architectural style, service-oriented architecture (SOA) improves the efficiency of devel-
oping information systems and enables a rapid response to ever-changing business needs. SOA
adoption is a complex process, with different levels of maturity that require know-how in terms of
practices. Organizations require methods to engineer services and redesign the existing business
processes. The business processes have to be managed in real-time to provide better services. A
business process is composed of one or more individual services. Besides the business process
composition steps, various supporting activities are required to realize business process services.
This research explores methods or a part of the method which supports the organization to
achieve the promised benefits of SOA. This paper also discusses the future research directions
in the context of adopting SOA to provide heterogeneous IoT services and automated business
processes using blockchain technologies.

Keywords: SOA, Method, Composition, Method Fragment, Service Discovery, Service Se-
lection, Service Negotiation, Change Management, Service Monitoring, Service Measuring.
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(9138) An Optimal Access Point Placement for
Indoor Communication

Bashar Alathari, Mohammad R Radi, Mohammed Falih Kadhim, Nabeel Salih Ali and Zaid Abdi
Alkareem Alyasseri

Abstract
Access Points (APs) in wireless networks have gained significant attention in several prospective
such as estimating, propagating the Radio Frequency (RF), managing, and operating the network,
and several challenges pose a critical manner, especially in indoor localization like obstacles,
moving objects, the different materials building, and signal interference. According to previous
issues, selecting an optimum location for APs has attracted researchers to find low-cost localiza-
tion methods and approaches for indoor communication as it significantly affects the networks’
coverage, operation, and management. In this article, a problem investigation analysis and
evaluation are conducted inside the Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
at the University of Kufa by using the combination of the received signal levels (RSL) and the
effective service coverage area for APs that installed on both sides of the department building.
Each AP has different points in several rooms inside the building (17 points for the left and
18 points for the right side). Furthermore, this research proposed a new optimized design that
provides high coverage area and service quality coverage in signal and connection. The evaluation
results show the highest RSL value achieved, which is -47 dBm, and the lowest RSL reaches -87
dBm. Hence, the presented wireless signal coverage and performance have been analyzed and
shown disheartening results in covering the entire building because it is on barrier two walls.
Moreover, the far-away AP distance and the presence of the walls have weakened the transmitted
signal, which caused the poor quality of service.

Keywords: Indoor Communication, AP Location, Indoor Network, Wireless Access Point,
Received Signal Level, Service Coverage Area.
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(7683) Hybrid Wireless Home Security System
using Bluetooth and IoT Technologies

Gwo Chin Chung, Jun Jiat Tiang, Soo Fun Tan and Khan Vun Teong

Abstract
Home security systems are a must-have for any home in any part of the world to help protect
our homes and other places alike. The main threats people face include intruders, break-ins,
robberies, and fires, to mention but a few. While some of these threats, such as fires, can be
contained by automatic actuators, others, such as break-ins and robberies, can’t be prevented
by automatic systems. The implementation of technologies such as surveillance cameras and
the Internet of Things (IoT) is able to prevent such criminals, but they all require internet
connection, high power consumption, and a high cost of setup and maintenance, which cannot
be afforded by low-income earners. Hence, this paper intends to address some of the issues
as stated above by proposing a hybrid wireless home security system that is able to provide
low-end functions without the internet ability as well as high-end functions with the internet
connection. For the low-end setup, Bluetooth is chosen. Meanwhile, IoT is implemented for
high-end purposes. The proposed system includes the functions of breaching and fire alerts, as
well as the control of light for energy saving. A new method has also been proposed in order to
reduce the breach detection errors from the infrared (IR) sensors. Finally, a final prototype for
the performance demonstration has been successfully built to showcase the functions of Bluetooth
and IoT technologies.

Keywords: Home security, Bluetooth, Internet of Things, Infrared sensor.
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(0812) Secret Key Design using an Algebraic
Procedure (KAP) for Encrypted Energy

Internet-of-Things (EIoT) Contents
Abbas Al-Ghaili, Hairoladenan Kasim, Naif Mohammed Ali Al-Hada, Zainuddin Hassan, Ridha

Omar and Marini Othman

Abstract
This study designs a secret Key using an Algebraic Procedure (KAP). KAP has the capability
to act in a different manner dependent on the plaintext input. Two different secret key length
approaches are presented in this work. Increase the unpredictability and privacy of plaintext by
using such a scheme is the main objective of this design presented in this paper. A sequence of
algebraic procedures has been utilized in order to construct a particular coefficient by which the
link between plaintext size and key length is customizable. This design of secret key enhances the
privacy of sensitive data notably utilized with smart Internet-of-Things (IoT) based applications.
Calculations on how long it takes to produce and encrypt a single secret key have shown that
the suggested architecture is efficient. Additionally, the findings have demonstrated that when a
directly proportional connection between user entries to size-in-bits, the relationship between user
entries and secret key algebraic functions is reversely proportional thus higher unpredictability
of plaintext and secret key may be attained.

Keywords: Algebraic Procedure, Quick Response Code, Energy Internet-of-Things, Secret Key.
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(9600) VANET Performance evaluation for
Malaysian Urban Federal Highway

Nurshahrily Idura Ramli, Arief Fahmi Mohd Fuad, Mohd Faisal Ibrahim and Mohd Izani
Mohamed Rawi

Abstract
The recently deployed Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) system for the vehicular road users
can improve communication amongst drivers through early traffic congestion warnings, route
suggestions, and emergency alerts. Regardless of how advantageous it may seem to many urban
areas around the world, because the technology has not yet been completely implemented in
Malaysia, it is unknown whether or not the implementation of VANET are viable or practical.
Given that Vehicle-to-Roadside (V2R) communication’s transmission range is only 500 meters at
most, it must be used in close proximity to a road or highway where vehicles are moving in fast
mobility. This study investigates the viability of VANET using a variety of methods, taking into
account the requirement for VANET to be operational in urban highway environment. In order
to establish RSU placement guidelines and determine the best deployment strategy for RSUs
along the Federal Highway in the Klang Valley, Malaysia, this study examines the viability of
VANET utilising computer-aided software simulation tools. It primarily focuses on the section
of the highway that is in close proximity to solid structures such as high rise buildings. This
study also establishes the framework for simulations of the VANET environment for the Federal
Highway, including the modelling of vehicular traffic, the establishment of the RSU ,and the
performance of the VANET. The results indicate that positioning RSUs in front of obstructions,
with sufficient antenna power levels, along with lower vehicle density and velocity, could lead to
higher packet throughput and lower latency.

Keywords: VANET, V2R, Urban Highway, Simulation.
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(9468) A Study on Bandwidth Recycling in
Broadband Wireless Access

Nurmirza Aqilah Binti Rosli, Kuok kwee Wee, Siew-Chin Chong, Yit Yin Wee and Tze Hui Liew

Abstract
In this paper, it proposed a scheme, named Bandwidth Recycling, to recycle the unused band-
width without changing the existing bandwidth reservation. Bandwidth is reserved for each
application to ensure the QoS. For variable bit rate (VBR) applications, however, it is difficult
for the subscriber stations (SSs) to predict the amount of incoming data. Simulation and analysis
results show that to confirm that the proposed scheme can recycle 35 percent of unused bandwidth
on average. The simulation results also show that the pro-posed algorithm can further improve
the overall throughput by 40 percent when the network is in the ready state. By analyzing
the factors affecting the recycling performance, three scheduling algorithms are proposed to
improve the overall throughput. To ensure the QoS guaranteed services, the SS may reserve the
bandwidth more than the amount of its transmitting data. Based on these assumptions and
considering that the standard previous work speci-fied a priority- based scheduling algorithm, a
new scheduler with call admis-sion control was proposed based on the Latency-Rate (LR) server
theory and with system characteristics as specified by the system standard using the Wireless
MAN-OFDM air interface. The proposed scheduling algorithm cal-culates the time frame (TF)
in order to maximize the number of stations allo-cated in the system while managing the delay
required for each user and is to allow other SS to utilize the unused bandwidth when it is available.

Keywords: Bandwidth Recycling, Broadband Wireless, Variable Bit Application, Latency-Rate.
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(5323) Prediction of CO2 Breakthrough Time in
Packed Bed Adsorption Column using Artificial

Neural Network
Mohd Hardyianto Vai Bahrun, Norasikin Othman, Awang Bono and Muhammad Abbas Ahmad

Zaini

Abstract
Carbon dioxide is a component that constitutes a significant fraction of natural and biogas after
methane and needs to be removed to increase its energy content for efficient combustion. A
packed bed adsorption column is often utilized for separating gas constituents, and its dynamic
performances are determined for successful cyclic adsorption design. Experimental procedure
and phenomenological modeling are often used to determine or predict non-linear packed bed
dynamic behavior. A simplistic surrogate model is a powerful tool for generalizing non-linear
problems. In this work, a simple artificial neural network (ANN) was applied to predict the
breakthrough time of CO2 in a packed bed adsorption column. The phenomenological packed bed
column mathematical model was validated prior to dataset generation for ANN model training.
The ANN architecture with a 4-10-1 structure is used. Several data pre-processing techniques
and activation functions were analyzed to improve the learning ability of the ANN. The results
show that the data pre-processing transformation techniques could increase the learning ability
of the ANN model. The log transformation normalization (LTN) with elu activation function in
the hidden layer is the best choice and is used to train the ANN. The trained ANN model can
predict the breakthrough time with 99.99% accuracy between the actual and ANN model values.
This demonstrates that the trained ANN model can be used to predict the break-through time
of CO2 with excellent accuracy.

Keywords: CO2 removal, Natural gas, Biogas, Data pre-processing, Adsorption modeling,
Adsorption simulation,
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(9326) The Hybrid of WOABAT-IFDO
Optimization Algorithm and Its Application in

Crowd Evacuation Simulation
Hamizan Sharbini, Roselina Sallehuddin and Habibollah Haron

Abstract
This paper proposes a new hybrid of nature inspired optimization algorithm (IFDO-WOABAT)
based on the latest optimization algorithm namely Improved Fitness Dependent Optimization
(IFDO) with Whale-Bat Optimization algorithm (WOABAT). The hybrid is essential to overcome
the inaccuracy in searching optimal path when dealing with many agents in conjunction with
exploration and exploitation element in WOABAT signify the process of searching behaviour
and optimizing the speed value of agent. The performance of the new hybrid optimization
algorithm is verified using standard classical test function and further evaluated with other four
renowned optimization algorithms and the results showed that it is better in most cases compared
with the existing algorithms. Ultimately, the algorithm’s performance also has been tested
in crowd simulation evacuation that involves a different number of agents and with/without
obstacle scenario. The conducted experiment reveals promising results and signify effectiveness
in minimizing the evacuation time.

Keywords: Hybrid Whale-Bat with Improved Fitness Dependent Optimization, Nature Inspired
Optimization, Crowd Evacuation Simulation.
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(9470) Cyberbully Detection Survey:
Malay-English Glossary of Cyberbullying

Incidents
Marina Md. Din, Fiza Abdul Rahim, Rina Md. Anwar, Asmidar Abu Bakar and Aliza Abdul

Latif

Abstract
This article presents the results of a survey conducted to elicit keywords or phrases relating
to cyberbullying incidents in both English and Malay languages commonly used in Malaysian
society. The keywords or phrases can be utilized as a Malay and English cyberbullying glossary in
the development of an auto-detection cyberbullying tool. A set of questionnaires were distributed
among 329 respondents ages 15-30 years in Malaysia in the form of an online survey over one-and-
a-half-month starting 1 November 2021. This study was conducted to test the items’ reliability
using Cronbach’s alpha values. There are three (3) Sections to this questionnaire; Section 1 is
about the demographics of the respondents, Section 2 is related to Cyberbullying, and Section 3
shows a few scenarios that might be or might not be a cyberbullying incident. Findings from the
analyses showed that 447 words were collected, and all of these were later grouped into five (5)
categories 5; Intellectual, Physical Appearance, Insulting/Offensive, Intimidating and Others.
Making offensive comments or doing insulting posts was the most cyberbullying form made by
the bullies. Five (5) popular words or phrases were identified as the common cyberbullying
content in Malaysian society.

Keywords: Cyberbullying, Cyberbullying Detection, Text Extraction, Machine Learning.
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(5804) Identification of banana leaf diseases and
detection

Wassem I. A. E. Altabaji, Wooi Haw Tan and Chee Pun Ooi

Abstract
In modern agriculture, there is a growing interest and attention concentrated on the diagnosis of
plant diseases. Recognizing early signs and symptoms of a disease can help to keep outbreaks of
the disease on crops to a minimum. Aside from that, the vast majority of currently available
solutions rely on manual identification by a small number of experts, which waste both time and
money. Certain artificial intelligence technologies are now being used to provide faster detection
and identification of diseases while requiring less work and expenses. This research presents a
proposed methodology for the analysis and identification of banana leaf diseases that makes
use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The experimental results demonstrated that the
suggested method is capable of providing satisfactory detection and classification of three major
banana leaf diseases, namely Cordana, Pestalotiopsis, and Sigatoka, with the validation accuracy
of up to 96.24%.

Keywords: CNN, feature extraction, MobileNet, Xception, InceptionV3, Banana Leaf.
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(0825) Overview on Online Examination
Proctoring using Machine Learning

Ain Najiha Mohamad Nor, Kauthar Mohd Daud, Noramalina Mohd Hatta and Nurul Izrin Md
Saleh

Abstract
Pandemic COVID19 has brought changes to the education sector, explicitly teaching and assess-
ment. Online proctoring during the examination has been applied for distance learners. However,
the malpractice during the online examination is one of the most challenging aspects of academic
integrity due to various cheating behaviors. To curb these cheating behaviors, different online
proctoring integration services have been developed and used in various academic institutions to
maintain the sanctity of the examination. However, most of the proctoring integration services
are paid basis. This review discusses online proctoring integration services and highlights different
proctor attributes provided by each proctoring integration service. Next, this paper reviews
recent work implementing machine learning in online proctoring. In addition, a generalized
framework using ML is developed to highlight the potential and promise of using ML in assisting
educators and learners with online distance learning.

Keywords: Machine Learning, online examination, proctoring, optimization algorithms.
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(9649) Design and Development of Maiji
Mountain Grottoes Immersive Virtual Reality

Learning Environment
Ying Cao, Giap Weng Ng and Hui Wang

Abstract
This study attempted to take Maiji Mountain Grottoes as an example to design an immersive
virtual reality learning environment serving for the field of cultural heritage or archaeology.
Cultural heritage need to be protected and not easy to arrive, which brings difficulties and
challenges to learners. Virtual reality learning environment can provide immersive experience for
users without worrying about time and space, and allow flexibly switch between macro and micro
world to learn more intuitively and efficiently. Based on the constructivist learning principles, this
study designed a learning-guide model for immersive virtual reality learning environment, which
not only dynamically display the 3D knowledge map and guide users to explore interactively in
the immersive virtual reality environment, but also intelligently recommend the learning path
according to the real-time feedback of learning performance and learning behavior. This paper
will focus on the key points of the design of the immersive virtual reality learning environment,
and put forward the plan of future work.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Head-Mounted Display, Knowledge Map.
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(1450) A Safe Box Safety System with Facial
Authentication for Multiple Users

Min Ning Ooi, Kim Gaik Tay and Chang Choon Chew

Abstract
A safe box with a security system protects personal and valuable items from being stolen,
tampered or damaged. The most commonly used security mechanism is using keys and cards,
or the use of passwords, personal identification numbers (PINS), and fingerprints for personal
identification. Face recognition is one of the most effective security confirmation techniques for a
safe box management system. This project proposed a comprehensive face-authentication-based
security system that includes software, hardware, and the Internet of Things (IoT). In the
software system, the OpenCV builtin library and face recognition algorithm written in Python
were implemented. A total of 150 images (i.e., 50 images per subject from 3 individuals) were
registered in the database for training and testing the developed face recognition system. The
control and working of the hardware are performed by a Raspberry Pi, to which a Pi camera, an
infrared sensor, and a solenoid lock are connected. The IoT enables the communication between
the Raspberry Pi and Telegram cloud, allowing real-time monitoring of the safe box and alert-ing
the owner by capturing images of approachers. The developed system shows an accuracy ranging
from 0.79 to 0.91, the precision range of 0.571 - 1, the recall range of 0.64 - 0.88, and the F1-score
ranging from 0.6 to 0.81.

Keywords: face authentication, safe box, Raspberry Pi, Internet of Things (IoT).
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(5003) Gamified Augmented Reality Mobile
Application for Tourism in Kuching

Chung Ang Tay, Bryan Benjamin Dominic, Hai Inn Ho, Norahima Annuar and Nur Elana
Mohd Saferinor

Abstract
Augmented Reality (AR) for tourism utilizing mobile application mostly features scanning
prefixed image marker by tourist in order to retrieve additional multimedia content for learning.
This paper proposes the use of similar AR application for tourism that extends beyond learning to
include gamification for the enhanced tourist’s experience. Majority of tourism AR uses marker-
based method like scanning QR code to load virtual objects on the screen. The current study will
explore markerless method using spatial anchor. Furthermore, functionality for site operator, an
aspect often neglected in literature, like the ability to dynamically add content without relying on
developer, will be categorically examined. Platforms, frameworks and services used include Unity,
AR Core or AR Foundation and Azure cloud services. This would culminate in implementation
and evaluation of an AR mobile application prototype that benefits both tourists and site op-
erators towards proliferation of gamified AR tourism in Kuching city of Sarawak state in Malaysia.

Keywords: Augmented Reality, Mobile Application, Tourism, Gamification, Spatial Anchor.
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(7437) An investigation of the relationship
between agricultural price and its determinants

in Malaysia
Weng San Wong, Zhiyuan Chen and Wing Leong Teo

Abstract
Prices for major food commodities such as grains and vegetable oils have risen sharply in recent
years which have triggered the interest of researchers to investigate the factors of price movement.
Understanding agricultural commodity price relationships can help both government and farmers
to raise the awareness regarding the price volatility in agricultural market, production costs
and other potential risks in the future market. This paper examines the relationships between
the agricultural commodities price and the potential price determinants such as exchange rate,
temperature, rainfall and covid 19 cases in Malaysia. The investigation is examined by using
Granger Causality test and Johansen co-integration test. The estimated results provide evidence
a unidirectional causal relationship running from the covid-19 cases to chicken price. Furthermore,
there is also empirical evidence of cointegrating vectors exists between temperature and chicken.
Overall, the findings have significant implications for predicting the future price of agricultural
commodities in Malaysia.

Keywords: Agricultural Commodities, Price Determinants, Granger Causality Test, Johansen
Cointegration Test.
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(2224) Virtual Reality Vehicle Inspection Routine
(VR-VIR): Evaluation of Technology Acceptance

Nor Azura Kamarulzaman, Cheong Soon Nyean, Dendi Permadi and Mazlan Mahadzir

Abstract
This paper proposes a Virtual Reality Vehicle Inspection Routine (VR-VIR) simulation applica-
tion that teaches students how to perform vehicle inspections, also known as "Rutin Pemeriksaan
Kenderaan" in Malaysia, which drivers must learn before obtaining a Malaysian driver’s license.
The goal of VR-VIR is to provide students with a fresh perspective on learning the vehicle
inspection routine module to ensure their vehicle’s safety on the road. Users can learn about
vehicle inspection routines in a more informative and hands-on manner through the VR-VIR,
supplementing existing methods of learning such as books or videos. Users who have never
performed vehicle inspections before or are unsure how to do so properly can practice in a safe
virtual setting during and post-pandemic. Virtual Reality (VR) is widely used in various fields
to aid learning in the virtual world. Many scholars engaged with the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) to explore user acceptance of new technology. However, there are limited studies
on evaluating user acceptance for vehicle inspection routines through VR using TAM. Thus, this
research aims to investigate how the VR-VIR affects user acceptance. Davis’s TAM final version
was used to assess how the VR-VIR was accepted based on elements of perceived ease of use
(PEU), perceived usefulness (PU), and behavioral intention (BI). The 28 respondents evaluated
the VR-VIR and answered questionnaires through a simple random sampling method. Three
experts in IT and VR were involved in VR-VIR construct validation and design evaluation. Data
analysis is on descriptive and correlation analysis using SPSS 26.0. The findings showed positive
responses from users with medium and high values on PEU (mean = 4.04), PU (mean = 3.72),
and BI (mean = 3.30). Experts’ findings also indicated medium and high values in PEU (mean
= 3.67), PU (mean = 3.92), and BI (mean = 4.00). The findings on correlation analysis for
Hypothesis (H1, H2, and H3) found the correlation coefficient (r) is significant with a value of r
>.50, indicating PEU (r =.63), PU (r =.59) and BI (r =.63) have a strong correlation. Thus, all
hypotheses are accepted. The study proved that VR-VIR is accepted by users and can assist
them in learning vehicle inspection routines. This research contributes to the vehicle inspection
routine in VR transport field, as a virtual learning tool for experiencing the vehicle inspection
process. This study can be enhanced by improvements in interaction and application design.

Keywords: Virtual reality, Vehicle inspection routine, Technology acceptance model, Vehicles,
User Acceptance.
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(8967) SIFT-Based Copy-Move Forgery Detection
using Canny Edges Detector and Blobs

Bashir Idris, Lili N. Abdullah, Mohd Taufik Abdullah Selimun and Alfian Abdul Halin

Abstract
This work presents a copy-move forgery detection method based on blobs detection from canny
edge-response images, followed by SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) keypoints analysis.
The SIFT keypoints are extracted from grayscale images, which are then clustered according
to their distance from within generated blobs of that image. Different keypoints in different
blobs are ignored (unique non-duplicated keypoints) while the same keypoints in different blobs
are matched. The assumption made here is that these duplicate regions are highly indicative
of forgery. The proposed method is tested on the MICC-F220, MICC-8Multi, and CoMoFoD
public benchmark datasets. The results demonstrate that copy-move forgery detection can be
reliably performed on geometrically transformed images, i.e., rotated, scaled, combined and
post-processed images such as JPEG compression, blurred, noise added and contrast adjusted.
Our method is also robust on multiple copy-move forgeries.

Keywords: Canny Edge Detector, SIFT, Blobs, Copy-Move, Forgery, Copy-Move Forgery.
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(0848) Facial Micro-Expressions Analysis: Its
Databases, Feature Extraction, and Classification

Methods
Wee How Khoh, Alvin Fang Chuen Lim, Ying Han Pang and Hui Yen Yap

Abstract
Facial micro-expressions (ME) are a subtle expression that appears within a shorter duration
compared to facial macro-expressions. This expression is a type of universal non-verbal com-
munication that appears on someone’s face unconsciously when he or she is attempting to hide
their true emotions. It reveals a person’s true emotional state, which is vital for both mental
health diagnosis and security purposes. Because micro-expressions are typically low in intensity
and short in duration, humans and/or machine learning models can be specifically trained to
recognize some expressions, but the obtained performance is usually consistently poor. The
research on facial micro-expression recognition is relatively new in the field of computer vision.
This paper presents an overview of facial micro-expressions and their taxonomy. Each posed
and spontaneous database, as well as feature representation and classification techniques, are
examined and expanded upon. In addition, we conclude the overview by pointing out a few flaws
in micro-expression recognition methods and making some recommendations for future research
directions that could aid researchers in making progress in this field.

Keywords: facial expressions, micro-expressions, recognition, biometrics.
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(2242) Attendance Management System with
Half-Covered and Full-Facial Recognition Feature

Check Yee Law, Kah Ong Michael Goh, Cu Kang Tin, Connie Tee and Yong Wee Sek

Abstract
Manual way of tracking attendance is inefficient and has vulnerability in protecting personal
data. Various attendance management systems have been introduced to replace the manual
attendance tracking process. This includes the integration of face recognition technique in the
attendance management system. However, following the outbreak of pandemic COVID-19, we
are strongly advised to always put on a face mask to protect ourselves and others. This practice
has caused problems to existing attendance management system with facial recognition. This
is because the mask has covered the essential data that can be measured and extracted by the
facial recognition algorithms. To overcome this problem, an attendance management system
with half-covered and full-facial recognition feature is proposed. MobileFaceNet model is used to
verify the user identity for a real-time attendance check-in. Users are able to take attendance via
the application with or without a face mask.

Keywords: Attendance Management System, COVID-19, Face Mask, Facial Recognition,
MobileFaceNets.
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(3935) Fitweet: Arduino-based Smartwatch for
Early Anticipatory Anxiety Notification System

Muhammad Rahiman Abdul manab, Nur Faidz Hazirah Nor’Azman, Chempaka Seri Abdul
Razak, Hasni Meon and Siti Hafizah Ab Hamid

Abstract
As anxiety becomes increasingly prevalent among youths especially university students, early
prevention via anxiety disorder profiling is crucial. Nevertheless, most screening tools to date are
not automated, labour-intensive and time-consuming. Mental health detection in online social
networks (OSNs) using artificial intelligence (AI) can provide means for capturing overlooked
behavioural attributes, but few are centred around anxiety detection. Internet of Things (IoT)’s
increasing popularity enables bio-signals monitoring to aid in mental health care. However, mini-
mum research has been devoted to IoT-based assistive technologies for anxiety, which currently
are only used by individuals already diagnosed and actively monitored. This study proposes a
novel approach to anticipatory anxiety detection for Malaysian university students aged between
18 and 25 inclusive as an early notification system using AI and IoT for bilingual Malay and
English tweets and vital signs analysis respectively. Our result shows that Logistic Regression
with Bag-of-Words (BoW) is the overall best performing model with 81.06% accuracy. The
Arduino smartwatch sensor readings from the MAX30102 pulse oximeter sensor are used to
determine different body conditions using a rule-based approach. The comparison test result
between the prototype and conventional measuring devices shows the prototype’s ability to
accurately distinguish vital signs with a relatively low Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) rate
of 10.92% and 1.51% for pulse rate and temperature respectively. Together, our proof-of-concept
results indicate the potential of AI and IoT in deriving new measures of anxiety, by analysing
social data combined with bio-signals monitoring to alert users regarding their anxiety state.

Keywords: IAnxiety, Twitter, Machine Learning, Emotion Detection, Arduino, Smart-watch,
Internet of Things, Wearables.
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(2353) PEmploying Smart Educational Aids and
Multimedia to Teach Reading Skill to Students
with Specific Learning Difficulty: Effectiveness

Identification and Task Specificity
Sadeq Ali Saad Al Yaari, Muhammad Alkhunayn, Ayman Al Yaari, Montaha Al Yaari, Aayah Al

Yaari, Adham Al Yaari, Sajedah Al Yaari and Fatehi Eissa

Abstract
The study aims at examining the differences in reading comprehension performance that could
be seen in students with specific learning difficulty (SpLD) in comparison to typically developing
and achieving (TD) children. To that end, different smart educational aids and multimedia
(Computer-assisted language learning/ instruction/ teaching - CALL/I/T) were used for four
months to teach reading skill to a group of fifty seven preschool children (twenty seven are SpLD
students while thirty are TD controls) of both sexes. Age of all participants ranges between
seven and twelve years old. Pre-and-post-tests were administered before and after the course
to evaluate participants’ reading comprehension. Results of the independent t-test between
SpLD and control groups and those of Paired t-test among SpLD groups indicated that there
was a highly statistically significant difference between the groups. Also, SpLD and TD control
groups did not differ in gender distribution. Findings reveal that smart educational aids and
multimedia play pivotal roles in reading comprehension due to the remarkable effect they leave
on student’s performance. These outcomes strengthen the evidence that smart educational aids
and multimedia are effective means for teaching reading skill to preschool students, notably those
suffering from SpLD in particular.

Keywords: Smart Educational Aids; Multimedia; Reading; Students with SpLD.
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(3946) Student’s Mental Health Diagnostic
Expert System using DASS analysis and

rule-based reasoning: A Proposal
Nur Hanani Azami, Faridah Hani Mohamed Salleh, Husni Mohd Radzi, Nor Zakiah Gorment

and Ahmad Ikhsan Abdul Aziz

Abstract
The emergence of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in December 2019 has led to major economic
and social disruption in the new decade of 21st centu-ry. People from all walks of life are aware
of the severity of this COVID-19 pandemic and probably feeling exhausted from the anxiety of it
all. It has also brought into focus the mental health of various affected populations including
university students. They are known to be the vulnerable group who can be easily exposed
to diverse mental health issues such as stress, anxiety, and depression. Hence, this mental
health diagnostic expert system called Easy Psychology System is proposed to evaluate the
condition of UNITEN student’s mental health during COVID-19 pandemic using Depression,
Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS) analysis and Artificial Intelligence (AI) rule-based reasoning
method. The goal of this paper is to identify the requirements needed to develop the system in
a web-based application platform. A comparative study on existing similar psychology system
is also presented. The design and architecture needed to develop the system is also discussed.
A review analysis is done to gather the requirements to develop the system. The information
gathered will help to develop the system accordingly.

Keywords: Mental Health, Expert System, DASS Analysis, Artificial Intelligence, COVID-19
Pandemic.
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(1297) The Design of a New IT Governance
Framework to Optimize the Utilization of

Information Technology for MSME
Yusuf Wibisono and Yanti Rosmunie

Abstract
The presence of industry 4.0 brings various conveniences in operational and marketing processes
for companies, including micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs). All companies are
required to be able to utilize information technology in order to win the competition. Based on
2019 data, the number of MSMEs in Indonesia is 99.99% of the total number of companies and
contributes to a GDP of 61.1%. With a large number of MSMEs in Indonesia, their existence
also opens up wider job opportunities with more equitable economic benefits for the community.
To win the competition, MSMEs must optimize the use of information technology. To use
information technology to align with business goals, MSMEs need IT Governance. Implemen-
tation of the IT Governance Framework generally runs in large companies. Constraints for
small companies are usually related to the cost and complexity of the existing IT Governance
Framework. This paper aims to develop an IT Governance Framework suitable for MSMEs and
can be applied easily and efficiently. The initial stage is to develop a framework based on a
literature review of the existing frameworks, namely COBIT, ITIL, CMMI, TOGAF, and relevant
research. The proposed framework consists of six main components: Architectural Readiness,
Technology Adoption, Service Management, Continuous Improvement, Leader Engagement, and
Network Capability. Subsequently, improvements were made to the proposed framework by
conducting quantitative and qualitative research on MSMEs to produce a better framework.
As a validation stage, the enhanced framework will then be discussed with experts and the
response from the MSMEs. Thus, it is hoped that the proposed framework can help MSMEs
effectively utilize information technology that supports and is in line with MSME’s business values.

Keywords: IT Governance, framework, MSME, Indonesia.
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(8001) The Perspectives on Developing a
Conceptual Model for Exploring Emergent

Behaviors in Complex Systems
Sa’adah Hassan, Novia Indriaty Admodisastro, Hazura Zulzalil and Mohd Hafeez Osman

Abstract
In systems development, it is necessary to think thoroughly about any emergent behaviors that
might occur and create strategies to prevent the undesirable emergent behavior from occurring or
at least mitigate them. Often dealing with that at later development stages is costly. Emergent
behaviors are the main concern, particularly in the development of complex systems. However,
identifying and predicting them is challenging in complex systems as it involves lots of compo-
nents and interactions. Prior to making wise design decisions, developers need to elucidate and
understand the emergent behaviors. For this reason, a conceptual model that highlights the
presence of emergent behavior at an early stage is essential in the systems development. The
conceptual model is useful in achieving higher coverage as it is correlated with the probability
of identifying more emergent behaviors. Therefore, this paper goes through the existing work
focusing on effort in modeling emergent behavior and presents perspectives on developing a
conceptual model that is able to inform the presence of emergent behavior.

Keywords: Complex Systems, Conceptual Model, Emergent Behavior, Software Development.
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(4540) Complementary Preparation for Frame
Alignment Algorithms Using PYNQ-Z2 FPGA
Aaron Eldrich Wong, Roger Luis Uy, Stanley Vincent Lim, Steven Edward Lim and Carlos

Louis Ting

Abstract
FPGAs have been known to run programs at a lower execution time due to its parallelism
capabilities. Frame alignment algorithm is a type of sequence alignment that determines the
optimal match for a given DNA sequence and reference proteome. However, there are some input
data preparations that must be done in order for the algorithm to work. The PYNQ-Z2 FPGA is
capable of speeding up conversion processes, which is part of data preparation, to reduce the time
it takes to process the data. This research utilizes the computing capabilities of the FPGA as an
SIMD paradigm for the conversion process. The tests conducted were successful and favorable as
the results showed speedup reaching up to 13939 times that of non-SIMD implementation.

Keywords: Bioinformatics, Data preparation, DNA, RNA, Amino acid, Blosum62 indexing,
SIMD, FPGA, PYNQ-Z2.
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(0127) Analysis on the Performance of Healthcare
Industry in Malaysia with TOPSIS Model

Weng Hoe Lam, Weng Siew Lam, Kah Fai Liew and Mohd Azam Din

Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic was characterized as a global pandemic by the WHO in March 2020.
The COVID-19 pandemic had major effects, short and long-term impacts on the healthcare
company and health market. Hence, healthcare companies should analyze their financial perfor-
mance so that they can sustain themselves in this critical period. This paper aims to propose a
research framework for assessing and ranking the healthcare companies’ financial performance
in Malaysia with Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
model using the financial ratios such as dividend yield, current ratio, earnings per share, profit
margin, debt to equity ratio, price earnings ratio and return on equity. The outcomes of this
paper indicate HAIO obtains the best performance, followed by AHEALTH, DKSH, IHH, BJ-
CORP and lastly ADVENTA. This analysis is significant as it assists to assess the healthcare
companies’ financial performance with the proposed research framework based on TOPSIS model.

Keywords: TOPSIS Model, Ideal Solution, Financial Ratio, Ranking.
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(4984) A Simulation Approaches in Modelling the
Assessment for Evacuation Model

Amir Haikal Abdul Halim, Khyrina Airin Fariza Abu Samah, Lala Septem Riza and Raihah
Aminuddin

Abstract
In the event of an emergency evacuation, the total time taken to reach the main exit happens
critical and important. The time taken reflected the barriers such as blockages and queuing
process. Although the Uniform Building By-Law has mandatory declared that each building
must follow the standard evacuation preparedness procedure, the building owner is unaware
of the best evacuation model to be implemented. Besides, the owner has a problem with the
suitability and high cost incurred if they directly implement the model. Therefore, this study
proposes to model the simulation approaches in assessing evacuation models to identify the best
model based on the building layout. Pathfinder, AnyLogic, and PedGo are the three simulations
software used in this study. The comparison has been made by conducting six simulation studies
using 50, 100 and 150 occupants as the design parameter, with six attributes implemented in
each simulation software. A high-rise 14th-floor plan was used as the case study to evaluate the
actual scenarios of an evacuation. As a result, the Pathfinder evacuation model shows the lowest
average time taken percentage, with the lowest mean value of 300.9983, ANOVA test with a
significant value of 0.024, which is less than 0.05.

Keywords: Assessment Algorithm, Evacuation Model, Simulation.
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(2142) Analyzing the Financial Performance of
Transportation Companies with Goal

Programming Model
Weng Hoe Lam, Pei Fun Lee, Weng Siew Lam and Mohd Abidin Bakar

Abstract
Asset and liability management (ALM) is an important aspect of financial management in all
industries. With integrated highways and roadways, land-based transportation has become one
of the main modes of moving cargoes due to high accessibility. As a developing country, there are
ample rooms of expansion in terms of financial achievement for these companies in Malaysia. A
study on ALM of these companies can help to assess the financial stability and highlight possible
problems that impede the land-based transportation companies from achieving financial stability.
Hence, this paper proposes a mathematical model based on goal programming (GP) to examine
the ALM of land-based transportation companies in Malaysia. Key financial indices such as
asset, liability, equity, revenue, earnings and optimum management items are also included as
the goals in the assessment in this paper. The benchmarks of the goals are compared among the
companies in this study. All the companies have successfully obtained excellent results for asset,
equity, earnings and optimum management item goals. With the powerful computational power
of GP model, this paper has also been able to point out that the financial stability of land-based
transportation companies is largely affected by excess in liabilities, which increased the liquidity
and solvency risks of the companies.

Keywords: Goal Programming, Optimal Solution, Transportation, Asset and Liability Manage-
ment.
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(7358) Exploration & Showcase of FSMs &
HFSMs Traffic in Low-Cost Educational Driving

Simulator
Tyler Cheng, Sarina Mansor, Ji-Jian Chin, Hezerul Abdul Karim and Kar-Weng Ban

Abstract
Finite state machine(FSM) is a model of computation that executes an exact finite number of
states at any given time where Hierarchical Finite State Machines (HFSM) can group multiple
FSMs and execute as one state. Given these techniques can be used to exclusively execute certain
states, it is widely used in games. In this paper we will explore and showcase the implementation
of FSMs and HFSMs to create traffic non-playing characters (NPC) in our low-cost educational
driving simulators. We will also discuss possible techniques that can be use. It is also in the
interest to push for more understanding in any gap for traffic NPCs in similar low-cost educational
driving sims in the future.

Keywords: Driving Education, Driving Simulator, Finite State Machines, Hierarchical Fi-
nite State Machines, Low-Cost.
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(8868) Equipment Failure Analysis for Oil and
Gas Industry with an Ensemble Predictive Model

Zhiyuan Chen, Olugbenro. O Selere and Nicholas Lu Chee Seng

Abstract
In the oil and gas industry it has become of primary importance that assets are properly used and
maintained as the cost of failure for these assets is extremely expensive. An ensemble predictive
model has been proposed in this paper, which aims at improving the classification accuracy of
the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) Algorithm for equipment failure analysis in the oil
and gas industry. SMO is used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) in properly classifying
failure and normal instances from oil and gas industry equipment data. Recent applications of
failure analysis have made use of the LibSVM technique for SVM implementation and in this
paper we show that the proposed solution can perform much better when using the SMO. The
proposed solution implements the ensemble approach to combine different classifiers so that
the performance of the SVM training classifier is improved. The improved SMO approach is
also a solution for the underperformance issue when dealing with imbalanced dataset. From
the experiments, the best Model III: Stacked SMO using PART, Multilayer perceptron and
Naïve Bayes correctly classified instances at 98.3018is good, performing considerably better
than the LibSVM and the other classifiers when applied to the pre-processed dataset with the
unsupervised learning approach.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Ensemble Learning, Class Imbalance.
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(6622) Fitting Generalized Tempered Stable
distribution: Fractional Fourier Transform

(FRFT) Approach
Aubain H Nzokem and Volition T. Montshiwa

Abstract
The paper investigates the rich class of Generalized Tempered Stable (GTS) distribution, an
alternative to Normal distribution and a-Stable distribution for modelling asset return and
many physical and economic systems. We explore some important properties of the Generalized
Tempered Stable (GTS) distribution. The theoretical tools developed are used to perform
empirical analysis. The GTS distribution is fitted using S&P 500 index, SPY ETF and Bitcoin
BTC. Based on the results from the statistical inference and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
goodness-of-fit, the GTS distribution fits the underlying distribution of the SPY ETF return.
The right side of the Bitcoin BTC return and the left side of the S&P 500 return underlying
distributions fit the Tempered Stable distribution. At the same time, the compound Poisson
process models the left side of the Bitcoin BTC return and the right side of the S&P 500 return
underlying distributions.

Keywords: Tempered Stable distributions, Geometric Brownian motion (GBM), Function
Characteristic, Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT), Maximum likelihood, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S)
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(0117) Iterative Method for Solving Nonlinear
Fredholm Integral Equations using

Quarter-Sweep Newton-PKSOR Method
Labiyana Hanif Ali, Jumat Sulaiman and Azali Saudi

Abstract
This paper studies the combination of the quarter-sweep approach with the Newton-PKSOR
iteration to solve the nonlinear Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. We call them
the quarter-sweep Newton-PKSOR (QSNPKSOR) iterative method. For this purpose, the
discretization process is conducted using a first-order quadrature scheme with the quarter-sweep
approach to form quarter-sweep approximation equation, which leads to a non-linear system.
Then, we apply Newton’s method to convert it into a linear form. Following that, we solve the
generated linear system using PKSOR iterative method. The proposed method is motivated by
the complexity reduction technique to gain an approximate solution to the nonlinear Fredholm
integral equation. Thus, to validate the findings, we compared the results with full- and half-sweep
Newton-PKSOR methods on several numerical examples. The comparison of total computing
operations and percentage reduction involved in these iterative methods are also included. The
numerical results show that the quarter-sweep NPKSOR method has significantly reduced the it-
eration time required to solve the problem but poses less accuracy compared to the standard form.

Keywords: Nonlinear Fredholm integral equations, Newton-PKSOR, Quarter-sweep ap-proach,
Half-sweep approach, Quadrature scheme.
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(8418) A Study on Strain-based Elements for
Solid Mechanics: Initial Formulation

Logah Perumal, Koh Wei Hao and Palanisamy Chockalingam

Abstract
Formulation of a strain-based triangular element with three nodes and nine degrees of freedom
by modification of existing functions is presented. The strain-based element is then tested by
examining two benchmark problems. Although the current formulation yields better results as
compared to the other elements considered in this study, the current element holds drawbacks
due to equilibrium conditions that are not met.

Keywords: Strain-based Element, Compatibility, Continuity, Triangular Element.
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(7301) A Study on the Performances of the SPRT
Control Chart when Estimating Process

Parameters
Jing Wei Teoh, Wei Lin Teoh, Laila El-Ghandour, Zhi Lin Chong and Sin Yin Teh

Abstract
The sequential-probability-ratio-test (SPRT) control chart is well-known for its outstanding
detection ability towards a wide range of process mean shifts. In the existing literature, the
SPRT chart has been regularly designed from the standpoint that the process parameters are
known. Nonetheless, industrial practitioners reveal that these process parameters are hardly
known. They often estimate these process parameters using a modest number of Phase-I samples.
This in turn leads to different outcomes obtained across practitioners. In this paper, we present
detailed insights about the distribution of the conditional ATS when the process parameters
are estimated. Also, some statistical properties of the ATS through Monte Carlo simulation
are presented in this paper. Particularly, the standard deviation of the ATS is examined in
this paper to evaluate the practitioner-to-practitioner variability. Results show that a large
Phase-I sample, and a large desired maximum mean shift in optimization design, are required to
reduce volatilities in the average and standard deviation of the ATS values. Finally, we provide
recommendations for the Phase-I sample sizes tailored to specific objectives of the SPRT chart
when the process parameters are estimated.

Keywords: Average time to signal, Estimated parameters, Quality control, SPRT control
chart, Standard deviation of the average time to signal.
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(0908) Development of Systematic Guidance
System (SiPantik) for the Production of Test

Items
Zyaliah @ Maya Ramdan, Aslina Baharum and Christina Andin

Abstract
The fulfillment of the intended learning outcomes depends on producing test items that adhere
to the principles outlined in Principle 9-Points. In addition, the necessity of follow-up activities
to optimize students’ abilities as a result of the effective test item measures cannot be under-
estimated. However, there is currently no system that offers teachers systematic direction for
pro-ducing test items that adhere to the principles of item construction and item evaluation
based on the Principle 9-Points. Consequently, the primary pur-pose of this study is to establish
a systematic guidance system that can gen-erate test items that adhere to the Principle 9-Points.
System Development Life Cycle adapted Waterfall method used for guiding the development of
the Systematic Guidance System, namely SiPantik. With SiPantik, it is certain that teachers
will be able to generate effective test items efficiently and effectively. Effective test items can
measure student achievement and enable teachers to arrange suitable follow-up actions based
on student capacities. Finally, compliance with aspects of Pupil Assessment Management as
required in Malaysian Education Quality Standards Wave 2 (SKPMg2) can be realized.

Keywords: Test item, Principle 9-Points, systematic guidance system, effective.
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(8252) Performance Analysis of Transformerless
Photovoltaic Three-Phase Inverter Using

Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM)
Method

Muhammad Irwanto, Nur Amieza Ezzette Mohamad Foze and Yoga Tri Nugraha

Abstract
This paper focuses on the simulation and analysis of transformerless photovoltaic three-phase
inverter using the sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) method. The photovoltaic (PV)
inverter typically applies a transformerless circuit configuration due to its high performance. The
low output of inverter may cause the distortion in the output waveform and inverter will shut
down. To prevent this problem from occurring, several proposals were use that are the three-phase
power supply of photovoltaics in series connection to ensure the high output voltage for inverter.
Next, the MOSFET operate at high frequencies, it may also be used for speedy switching
applications with low turn-off losses. Lastly, using the SPWM method to reproduce a sine wave
by producing one or more square pulses of voltage per half cycle and keep high performance in
an inverter to avoid the distortion on output wave-form. As a result, the inverter system is high
efficiency, long life and fast response to load change. While for the output waveform is in the
sine wave so the total harmonic distortion for current and voltage are low compared to square wave.

Keywords: Pulse Width Modulation, Three-phase Inverter, Total Harmonic Distortion.
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(1813) Movies and Learning: Does Watching
Movies Help Students Improve Learn English?
Aslina Baharum, Nur Faraha Mohd Naim, Rozita Ismail, Farhana Diana Deris, Noorsidi

Aizuddin Mat Noor and Shaliza Hayati A. Wahab

Abstract
Since English is known as the most widely used language for communication in the world,
mastering in English has become essential and important in our lives nowadays. There are
many methods used to improve the English level including watching movies. The purpose of
this research is to study whether watching movies helps students improve their English learning.
In this study, a quantitative method is used where the data collection is done through online
questionnaire using Google form. The online questionnaire consists of 15 questions with the
participation of 250 students from Universiti Malaysia Sabah, of which each faculty has 25
students for random clustering. The results show that most students usually like to watch action
English movies and very often to watching movies. From the findings, it can be concluded that
students watching movies could increase their English skills such as listening, reading, writing,
and speaking skills. In addition, the students can watch English movies which are beneficial to
them.

Keywords: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Vocabulary, language.
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